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Some projects

This handout lists a few projects suggested by people at UNC for the distributed
systems course. You are not required to chose a project from this list and are, due to the
large number of students in the class, encouraged to fashion your own.

Distributed scheduler
Kye Hedlund started a project some time ago that “still needs more (much more)

work: a distributed scheduler.” The input to the scheduler is a list of unix commands that
can be executed in parallel and a list of machines available to execute the commands. The
scheduler must accept work requests, keep track of machine status, and assign commands
to machines while handling command errors and net and machine problems gracefully. Ask
Kye (hedlund@unc) for more information.

Distributed WE
Suggested by John Smith and Gordon Ferguson. See the attached sheet for more

information.

Switchable symbolic links under NFS
Presently, in the department’s NFS file system certain large libraries, like the TEX

font directory, are stored on one file server and pointed to by symbolic links from other file
servers. If the server containing the real library goes down, the library cannot be reached
from any machine. A system which monitors the status of file servers and switches links
when certain ones become unreachable might solve this problem.

Xinu (or Unix) based monitor
Design a Xinu or Unix system that would monitor the Ethernet and communicate

results to BSD 4.2 sockets on other systems. For extra fun, try to display this information
on the Graph Objects System being developed by Jonathan Walker.

Yet another distributed scheduler
Last year Dean Brock and Joan Curry began design of a remote command execution

facility for Unix in which several Suns would be asked to estimate their load and the least
busy would be chosen for command execution. The system was partially implemented
using Sun’s RPC protocol but there is work remaining.

Distributed jigsaw puzzle solving
James Coggins has suggested the implementation of a distributed system for solving

jigsaw puzzles. This problem has been used in the Distributed Systems class at Worcester
Polytechnic Institute and is described in papers James has given to me.

Mail server for Apples, etc.
Presently, the department owns several MacIntoshes that are being used as “worksta-

tions” by faculty, students, and staff. A painless way to send-receive Unix mail would be
appreciated by these people.
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Distributed abstract data types
Many very useful abstract data types, e.g., dictionaries, are described in data struc-

tures and algorithms textbooks such as that of Aho, Hopcroft, and Ullman. A distributed
implementation of one of these using the client-server paradigm might prove useful for
building large distributed applications.

Distributing processing primitives for other languages
Design (and possibly implement) modules that would make it possible to write dis-

tributed applications in languages such as Pascal or Modula-2.

InteCom IBX call processing services
Soon release 7 of the IBX operating system will be installed on the IBX switch. The

new operating system will support OAI, Open Application Interface, which will allow
the attachment of an “application processor” to the IBX communication control channel.
Possible projects involving this capability include providing a UNIX compatible interface
to the IBX functions or implementing “call processing services.” More details about OAI
are available from Norm Vogel or John Menges.

Sitterson Hall Ethernet monitor
Ask Dean Brock to send you a copy of Norm Vogel’s message about this.

Distributed fun and games
Bruce Smith thinks that a distributed version of Empire would make a nice project.

Ask Bruce what Empire is.


